ADDENDUM # 1

From: Lena Butler, Purchasing Supervisor
To: All Proposers
Project: RFP – Laboratory Information System
Date: January 7, 2019

This addendum is related to the County’s Request for Proposals “RFP- LABORATORY INFORMATION SYSTEM” and is hereby made a part of said Request for Qualification to the same extent as though it were originally therein.

Questions Received:

1) Section C, Activity Logging, Question “Does the system maintain an audit trail of all security maintenance performed”. Can you provide a few examples of what tasks are being referred to as ‘security maintenance’

Would include but not limited to: Addition of user access account, deletion of user access accounts, elevation or demotion of user rights and/or privileges, user password changes, etc. We want to know as much information as possible about any events that could alter a user account, essentially.

2) Our system licensing is by concurrent users (not workstation specific). Should I assume 5 concurrent users will be the maximum number logged in at the same time (based on the number of workstations listed in the RFP)?

Negative. At one time there could be anywhere from 5 up to 10 people logged in at once, possibly more. The difference is that only 5 users will actually be using the system to perform tests. The rest would mainly focus on requesting and viewing of test data.

Pre-proposal Meeting Time Change: (Location Unchanged)

Due to scheduling conflicts, we will be holding the WebEx/meeting @ NHC Health Department for the pre-bid questionnaire at 2PM on Friday, January 11th, rather than 10AM. The WebEx information is:

Meeting number: 808 487 446
Meeting password: pRmd96Cb
Meeting phone: +1-240-454-0879 USA Toll

https://nhcgov.webex.com/nhcgov/j.php?MTID=mf494b5bffd33ece69e5272747e3a265